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We are blessed with stable worship leadership and appreciate the creative, inspirational 
services provided by a team of ministers and lay people.  We are particularly grateful to Rev 
Bernie Long who continues to lead our worship on the third Sunday of the month.  

  The January Fete, attracting a huge number of visitors, is always an exciting day marked by 
superb teamwork. We made a record amount of $7,400. Many friends and relatives shared 
our tasks on the day. Publicity was improved by newly designed, eye catching signs made by 
Margaret & John.  

Good Friday’s Ecumenical Service led by Liz and Simon Clark from St. Christopher’s was held 
at Trinity. The traditional Walk of Witness followed. As usual, many visitors worshipped with 
us on Easter Day. 

The Annual Parish Service, incorporating the farewell to our Minister Helen Robinson was 
held at Trinity. We were most appreciative of the musical input from the Bellbrae Band and 
Torquay’s Margaret Manley playing flute.  Many people commented on how good it is to 
gather as a Parish.  

Our organists are always delighted when Ian McGain, clarinet player from Melbourne is able 
to join them. For more than 20 years Ian has been enhancing our musical offering.  

Margaret Russell introduced us to the concept of a “Back to Church Sunday”.  Attractive 
invitations were prepared and taken to people who hadn’t been to church for a while or 
perhaps not at all.  A moving and appropriate service was led by Margaret.  A large number 
of people attended and their pleasure at being among us was obvious. 

Morning tea with our Baptist friends happens four times a year. Held immediately after our 
service and prior to their service at 10:45am, it gives us an opportunity to mingle and catch 
up with news. In August, a barbecue was hosted by two Baptist members at their home. 

On those months that have a fifth Sunday (a Saturday at the Catholic Church) we hold our 
Ecumenical Services. We experience the traditional worship of the host church. Two 
members of our congregation belong to the Combined Churches Organising Committee. 

SPAN (sing, pray and natter) is held monthly (except June/July) and continues to be a much 
valued gathering to which new people and visitors are warmly welcomed. Starting with a 
shared meal it incorporates ample time to chat, followed by worship and a varied program; 
perhaps a guest speaker, games, a quiz, sharing ideas or taking part in a structured 
discussion.  

We sponsor the “Starfish Nippers” program which is a program for children with special 
needs and is carefully designed to integrate this group with those in the standard “Nippers” 
program.  



The Afternoon Fellowship has a monthly appeal for food for Uniting Grovedale. Our people 
respond generously. 

On the practical side, our Property Committee has achieved an enormous amount. We 
appreciate the reverse cycle air conditioning in the church and hall and blinds over the north 
windows. Many other tasks that were needed to conform to the requirements of OHS have 
been completed. 

The Christmas Day service was very well attended, predominantly by visitors and families. It 
was a wonderful service of celebration and a fitting end to our year.  

 We give thanks to God “our faithful, unchangeable friend” who is with us every step of the 
way on our journey into the future. 


